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Coming soon near you -
Ultimate hybrid solar solution

The Solplanet ASW H2/T3 series of three phase 
hybrid inverters are the perfect solution for residential 
installations and small-scale commercial and industrial 
installations alike. And now even more homes and 
businesses will be able to access these powerfully  
reliable inverters.

The ASW H-T2/T3 series inverters will be available in 
Belgium, the UK, Italy, Spain, the Netherlands, Sweden, 
Poland, Hungary, Denmark, and Malaysia by the end of 
October. Countries scheduled to receive certification by 
the end of this year or in 2024 include Germany, Australia, 
Brazil, Pakistan, South Africa, and the UAE.

Get in contact with your local Solplanet local sales  
team to be one of the first on the list to get your hands  
on an H-T2/T3 inverter and start harnessing the power  
of the sun.
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More info about the 
product on our website.
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https://solplanet.net/products/asw-5-12k-h-t2-t3-series/


Intersolar South 
America 2023
Thank You!

At Intersolar South America in August, 
we pulled the curtains back and let the 
sun shine on the Brazilian solar industry 
through our cutting-edge solar inverters, 
energy storage systems, and EV chargers. 
We were thrilled to welcome so many 
interested visitors to our booth and 
relished the opportunity to witness the 
evolution of solar in Brazil firsthand. 
Thanks, Intersolar South America, and 
we’ll see everybody at next year’s event!

2Event Exhibition

Solplanet front and 
centre at SuryaCon

We’re thrilled that our participation in 
the RE InvesTech SuryaCon was a huge 
success, and we were humbled to receive 
the “Inverter Launch of the Year for Tech 
Supremacy” award. It was a great time to 
be at the forefront of in novation doing 
what we do best - showcasing our high-
performance products that harness the 
power of the sun.
 
We’d like to especially congratulate our 
MENA & India Regional Sales Manager, 
Ibrahim Kadriinamdar, for his extremely 
enlightening presentation that left a lasting 
impact on the audience. Ibrahim’s insights 
into Solplanet’s groundbreaking solar 
solutions shed some much-needed light on 
the possibilities of the solar industry.

Click here for more information.

Click here to see our post.
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https://www.instagram.com/p/CwFg1M3KtdG/
https://www.instagram.com/p/Cwk1tFSKW3V/
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Solplanet supports 
another installation 
in sunny Australia
One of our Australian partners, Sunray 
Power, is boasting another successful in-
stallation of a powerful 9.96 KW solar sys-
tem in Cherrybrook, New South Wales, 
using a Solplanet inverter. They decided 
that a Solplanet three phase inverter was 
exactly what they needed to support 
415W of installed solar panels. Our three 
phase inverters are state-of-the-art and 
deliver smooth and reliable energy con-
version processes for customers looking 
to harness the power of the sun and re-
duce their energy bills (and their reliance 
on traditional energy).

Click here for more information.

Interplast chemicals 
in Istanbul commits 
to sustainable future

We’re beaming with excitement to 
announce that our Turkish partner, 
Gumbel Group, has installed six Solplanet 
ASW 100K LT three phase inverters to 
support a brand new industrial PV system 
at Interplast Chemicals in Istanbul. 
The system is powerful with an installed 
capacity of 800.8 kWp, and it needs to 
be. Interplast Chemicals has been a top 
company in the synthetic leather and 
textile coating industry for more than 
40 years and while it’s already known for 
high-quality and fast service, now it will 
also be known for its commitment to 
a sustainable future.

Click here to watch the video.
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https://www.instagram.com/p/CvcTZMgtNh_/
https://www.instagram.com/p/Cvhpyh9NWI1/
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Another partner in 
our mission of solar 
for everybody

Solplanet Spain is pleased to announce a 
bright new partnership with CEF España. 
CEF originated in the United Kingdom 
but has had a powerful history in Spain 
for the past 28 years. They proudly 
and reliably supply the country with 
the products it needs to ensure a more 
sustainable future. And now that list of 
products includes Solplanet’s ASW3000 
S G2 series, ASW6000 H S2 series, and 
ASW 40K LT G3 series inverters, and the 
Solplanet APOLLO 11kW EV Charger.
 
We’re radiating excitement over being 
part of the energy transformation in Spain!

Solplanet powers  
recreational plots

Installed on a public piece of land, the 
system is based on a Solplanet single 
phase hybrid inverter and a low-voltage 
battery and is designed to work in a 
completely off-grid environment. This is an 
excitingly bright installation for us because 
it clearly shows how our products are 
perfectly designed to harness and store 
the power of the sun. When combined, our 
inverters and high/low-voltage batteries 
create a dependable, user-friendly, and 
easily installable PV system, providing 
effortless energy independence – the ideal 
duo for your relaxation on recreational 
land.

Click here to watch the video.
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https://www.instagram.com/p/CvXIY3wNKWc/
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Solar Industry 
News

Brazil’s commitment to solar power got 
even brighter during the first half of 2023. 
The country has added 6.8 GW of new PV 
generation capacity - 2.3 GW from large-
scale PV installations and 4.5 GW through 
distribution-generation solar and PV systems 
under 5 MW in size. By the time the calendar 
hit the end of June, the nation’s overall 
installed capacity stood at an impressive 
194.38 GW.

After working in partnership for over a year, 
international shipping company Carisbrooke 
Shipping and solar tech startup Grafmarine 
will officially deploy NanoDeck solar solutions 
on working cargo vessels. Grafmarine is 
committed to making the shipping industry 
more sustainable and the new collaboration 
aims to reduce the industry’s massive impact 
on the environment. And since emissions 
from marine vessels account for roughly 3% of 
total greenhouse gas emissions per year, it’s a 
problem that deserves its time in the sun.

First half of 2023 
bright for Brazilian 
solar power

State-of-the-art 
Solar to power 
cargo ships

Photo: Nuno Marques

Photo: Nathan Cima

Read here the full article

Read more in solarmagazine.com
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https://www.pv-magazine.com/2023/08/11/brazil-added-6-8-mw-of-new-pv-in-h1/
https://solarmagazine.com/2023/07/solar-shipping-companies-partner-to-innovate-marine-solar-solution/
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Join us.

Solar & 
Storage 
Live

All 
Energy

17–19/10/2023
Birmingham 
Regatul Unit
Stand D10

25–26/10/2023
Melbourne 
Australia
Stand L131

Contact us:
info@solplanet.net

solplanet.net

@2022 AISWEI

Technology Co., Ltd., 
Room 904-905, No. 757, 
Mengzi Road, Huangpu 
District, Shanghai, 
Shanghai 200023, 
CN 215011, China

 We are a brand of AISWEI
We bring Solar for everybody
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https://solplanet.net/
https://www.instagram.com/solplanet_by_aiswei/
https://www.facebook.com/solplanetcompany/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/solplanet/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCa5ZJFftpNvlyjTEHiiGu1g/videos

